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ABSTRACT 
 The heavily developed Long Key is located in Pinellas County in west-central 
Florida.  The structured Blind Pass at the north end of the barrier island interrupts the 
southward longshore sediment transport, resulting in severe and chronic beach erosion 
along the northern portion of the island.  Frequent beach nourishments were conducted 
to mitigate the erosion.  In this study, the performance of the most recent beach 
nourishment in 2010 is quantified through time-series beach profile surveys.  Over the 
34-month period, the nourished northern portion of the island, Upham Beach, lost up to 
330 m3/m of sand, with a landward shoreline retreat of up to 100 m.  The middle portion 
of the island gained up to 25 m3/m of sand, benefiting from the sand lost from Upham 
Beach.  The southern portion of Long Key lost a modest amount of sediment, largely 
due to Tropical Storm Debby, which approached from the south in June 2012. 
 The severe erosion along Upham Beach is induced by a large negative 
longshore transport gradient.  The beach here has no sand bar and retreated landward 
persistently over the 34-month study period.  In contrast the profiles in the central 
section of the island generally have a sand bar which moved landward and seaward in 
response to seasonal and storm-induced wave-energy changes.  The sand volume 
across the entire profile in the central portion of the island is mostly conserved.   
 Two typical example beach profiles, LK3A and R157, were selected to examine 
the ability of the commonly used principal component analysis (PCA), also commonly 
known as empirical orthogonal function analysis (EOF), to identify beach profile 
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changes induced by longshore and cross-shore sediment transport gradients.  For the 
longshore-transport driven changes at the non-barred profile LK3A, the principal 
eigenvector accounted for over 91% of the total variance, with a dominant broad peak in 
the cross-shore distribution.  At the barred R157, the profile changes were caused 
mainly by cross-shore transport gradients with modest contribution from longshore 
transport gradient; eigenvalue one only accounted for less than 51% of the total 
variance, and eigenvalues two and three still contributed considerably to the overall 
variance. 
 In order to verify the uniqueness of the PCA results from LK3A and R157, five 
numerical experiments were conducted, simulating changes at a barred and non-barred 
beach driven by longshore, cross-shore, and combined sediment transport gradients.  
Results from LK3A and R157 compare well with simulated beach erosion (or accretion) 
due to variable longshore sediment transport gradients and due to both cross-shore and 
longshore sediment transport gradients, respectively.  Different PCA results were 
obtained from different profile change patterns. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
Beaches are crucial to Florida’s economy. They bring in revenue from tourism.  
West-central Florida beaches are a popular vacation destination.  Long Key, also known 
as Saint Petersburg Beach, in Pinellas County, Florida is among the popular beaches.   
Long Key is a heavily developed north-south trending drumstick barrier island, 
bordered to the north by Blind Pass tidal inlet and to the south by Pass-A-Grille inlet 
(Figure 1).  Beaches along Long Key have been maintained artificially since the 1970s 
(Elko, 1999).  Upham Beach at the northern end of Long Key is a well-studied erosional 
hotspot (Elko et al., 2005; Elko and Wang, 2007; Roberts and Wang, 2012) and has 
been nourished frequently, every four to six years, since 1975.  Pass-A-Grille Beach at 
the southern end of Long Key is one of the oldest beach communities along the Florida 
Gulf coast.  It is also maintained artificially through beach nourishments, with the most 
recent restoration conducted in 2004. 
Morphologic evolution of Long Key is strongly influenced by the two inlets at the 
northern and southern ends.  Both inlets are heavily structured, anchored by seawall 
and jetties.  The morphodynamics of barrier islands are strongly controlled by inlet 
dynamics and beach-inlet interaction.  The dynamic nature of barrier island system 
results in inlets opening, closing, and migrating and beaches accreting and eroding over 
time.  Inlets can be breached by storms cutting a path through a barrier island, creating 
a new channel connecting the bodies of water on the front ocean side and backside of 
the barrier island (Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004).  The new inlets seize a portion of the 
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tidal prism from existing inlets connected to a corresponding back-barrier bay.  The 
capture of tidal prism from a new inlet can cause the closure or migration of an existing 
inlet (Davis and Barnard, 2003).  Directly relevant to the Long Key barrier island, the 
opening of John’s Pass inlet had substantial influence on the morphodynamics of Blind 
Pass at the northern end of Long Key, and subsequently the beach dynamics along 
Long Key (Wang and Beck, 2012). 
The development of the back-barrier bay can also have a significant effect on the 
tidal prism going in and out of the inlets.  Bridges connecting the barrier islands to the 
mainland and other barrier islands segments the surface area of the bay which 
influences the tidal prism draining in and out of the bay (Elko and Davis, 2006). Land 
created by dredging finger channels can also significantly reduce the surface area of the 
bay.  Dredge-and-fill construction along the bayside of Long Key and in Boca Ciega Bay 
has caused further loss of tidal prism of Blind Pass.  Substantial tidal prism loss, due to 
the opening of John’s Pass and construction in the bay, has caused the southward 
migration of Blind Pass before it was stabilized with structures starting in 1937.   
Severe erosion of the north beach, Upham Beach, resulted from the natural and 
anthropogenic changes at Blind Pass (Wang et al., 2011; Wang and Beck, 2012).  
Various shore protection measures were taken to protect the chronically eroding Upham 
Beach and the buildings directly landward of the beach.  Both soft coastal protection, 
i.e., beach nourishment, and hard coastal protection, e.g., seawall, jetties, and T-groins, 
were applied at Upham Beach.  
In this study, principal component analysis was applied to examine the measured 
morphology changes.  Principal component analysis, often also called empirical 
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orthogonal function (EOF) analysis, is a statistical method used in many natural science 
and also non-science fields of study.  The principal component analysis results in a set 
of eigenvectors and eigenvalues.  Each eigenvalue is related the total variance 
accounted for by the corresponding eigenvector.  The eigenvector identifies where the 
greatest amount of variations is between the data sets occurs.  Principal component 
analysis has been used in coastal morphology related studies to identify locations of 
greatest variations in the nearshore area, onshore-offshore sediment exchange pivot 
points, and longshore variability.  In this study, the shape of the eigenvectors and the 
number of significant eigenvalues will be examined to identify beach profile changes 
induced by cross-shore and longshore transport gradients. 
This thesis is organized as follows.  Chapter 1 provides an introduction, a brief 
literature review, and the objectives of this study.  Chapter 2 describes the study area.  
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used in this study, including field data collection 
and analyses, as well as the principal component analysis.  Chapter 4 summarizes the 
findings from previous studies.  Chapter 5 discusses the results of this study.  Chapter 6 
presents the conclusions.  Overall, this study is composed of two parts.  Part I describes 
the performance of the most recent beach nourishment on Long Key.  Part II applies the 
principal component analysis to further examine measured morphology change with the 
goal of distinguishing, generally, morphology changes caused by gradients in longshore 
and/or cross-shore sediment transport. 
1.1 Literature Review 
Long Key has been intensively studied in terms of performance of beach 
nourishment, morphologic evolution, and associated inlet processes.  The performance 
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of the beach nourishments on Long Key, Florida has been studied by Elko (1999), Elko 
et al. (2005), Elko and Wang (2007), Wang and Roberts (2009), Roberts and Wang 
(2011), Roberts (2012), Roberts and Wang (2012), and Wang and Brutsché (2013).  
The morphologic evolution of Long Key, Florida has been documented through maps 
and images by Ware (1966), Loeb (1994), Elko (1999), and Elko and Davis (2006).  
Blind Pass at the north end of Long Key has also been extensively studied using 
qualitative and quantitative methods by Mehta et al. (1976), USACE (1999), Davis and 
Barnard (2003), Wang et al. (2007), Wang et al. (2011), and Wang and Beck (2012).  
Some of these studies will be discussed in greater detail in a later section. 
Long Key and the tidal inlets at the two ends are heavily modified by human 
activities.  In general, the anthropogenic activities, or shore protection efforts, are aimed 
at beach erosion control and stabilization of the inlets.  Shore protection can take place 
in two forms:  1) soft coastal protection and 2) hard coastal protection.  Soft coastal 
protection adopts noninvasive methods of beach/shore protection without hard 
permanent engineering structures.  One of the most commonly used soft coastal 
protection methods today is beach nourishment, also known as beach fill or beach 
restoration.  Through beach nourishment, additional sand is introduced into a system 
with a sand deficit, and areas adjacent to the nourishment should not be negatively 
impacted by the mitigation (Dean and Dalrymple, 2002).  Beach fill is placed on an 
eroding beach to advance the shoreline seaward.  Dean and Dalrymple (2002) 
discussed two processes that would redistribute the added beach sand, in addition to 
the background transport.  The first process occurs within months or years where the 
sediment moves along the profile in the cross-shore direction to allow the beach profile 
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to reach a shape that is balanced with the natural forcing.  This is referred to as beach 
profile equilibration (Dean 2002).  The second process is the movement of sediment 
alongshore from the artificial perturbation as a result of the protruding shoreline due to 
the beach fill.  This is referred to as longshore spreading.  Beach nourishment does not 
eliminate the source(s) of the erosion (Dean and Dalrymple, 2002).   
The size and sorting of sediment will influence the effectiveness of the 
nourishment, e.g., fill using finer sediment with poorer sorting than the native sediment 
may result in a less-effective project (Dean and Dalrymple, 2002).  Beach fill often 
consists of non-native sediment with a different grain size than the natural beach, and 
the nourishment is generally constructed on a steeper slope than the natural gentle 
slope of the profiles (Dean, 2002; Elko and Wang, 2007).  It is anticipated that the steep 
nourished beach will experience erosion and the sediment that is eroded will redistribute 
within the cross-shore profile, mostly above the depth of closure.  Development of a 
periodic nourishment plan is necessary for long-term beach protection when using 
beach nourishment as a primary source of protection (Dean and Dalrymple, 2002).  
Nourishment projects are often monitored by collecting cross-shore profile elevation 
data on a regular basis prior to and following the nourishment (Roberts and Wang, 
2012).  A monitoring study can improve the design of the beach fill to prolong the period 
of re-nourishment. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) has been commonly used to analyze and 
interpret morphology changes in the coastal zone.  The principal component analysis 
technique was developed in the early 1900s, to identify dominant patterns in data sets 
that appeared to be random.  Miller and Dean (2007) credited the development of the 
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technique to Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933) independently.  Application of PCA in 
analyzing coastal morphology changes started in the 1970s.  Barrier island topographic 
and geologic variations, and onshore and offshore bathymetric variations were analyzed 
by various researchers using empirical orthogonal functions (Vincent et al., 1976; Resio 
et al., 1977; Dolan et al., 1977; Felder et al., 1977; Hayden and Dolan, 1979).   
In the classical papers by Winant et al. (1975) and Winant and Aubrey (1976), 
empirical eigenfunctions (eigenvectors) were used for statistical analysis of beach 
profile data collected monthly at Torrey Pines Beach in California.  The statistical 
analysis linked the first three (largest eigenvalues) eigenfunctions to specific variations 
in the profile.  Eigenfunction one, associated with the largest eigenvalue, was linked to 
the mean beach profile, and was termed the “mean beach function.”  Eigenfunction two 
(second largest eigenvalue) was linked to seasonal fluctuations of the berm and bar, 
and was termed the “bar-berm function.”  Eigenfunction three (third largest eigenvalue) 
was linked to the variation in the low-tide terrace, and was termed the “terrace function.”  
Aubrey (1979) examined sediment exchange between onshore-offshore locations 
during transitions of conditions from winter to summer using empirical eigenfunctions to 
identify associated pivot points. 
Longshore variability of sediment volume was described using empirical 
orthogonal functions by Clarke and Eliot (1982) and Clarke et al. (1984).  Sand-volume 
variations from beaches in Australia were examined focusing on the swash zone and 
the inter-tidal zone.  Eigenfunction one was shown to be related to the sediment 
exchange in the onshore-offshore directions.  Longshore processes were linked to the 
successive eigenfunctions. 
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In a recent study, Miller and Dean (2007) explored shoreline variability using 
empirical orthogonal function analysis (principal component analysis).  Significant 
modes were extracted, using principal components, for three separate field sites.  Their 
field locations included Duck in North Carolina, the Gold Coast in Australia, and the 
Columbia River Littoral Cell.  The longshore variability of the shoreline was described by 
four modes accounting for about 95% of the total variability.  In their study, spatial 
eigenfunction one (eigenvector one or the first mode) matches closely the average 
shoreline position. 
1.2 Research Objectives and Significance 
The objectives of this study are 1) to analyze the Upham Beach nourishment of 
2010 on Long Key in Pinellas County, Florida, 2) to compare the 2010 nourishment to 
previous nourishments on Upham Beach, and 3) to examine the ability of principal 
component analysis to identify trends in beach changes induced by longshore and 
cross-shore sediment transport gradients.  In order to evaluate the performance of the 
2010 beach nourishment, profile-volume changes and shoreline and dry beach contour 
location changes were calculated from the bi-monthly beach profile surveys from 
October 2010 to April 2013.  These changes are compared to analyses of past beach 
nourishments on Upham Beach.  Principal component analyses were conducted on the 
measured time-series beach profiles to examine the potential of this statistical method 
in distinguishing morphology changes caused by longshore and/or cross-shore 
transport gradients.  The PCA results were further examined using synthesized beach 
profiles with a known trend of change.  
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The above research objectives are achieved through the analyses of a large field 
data set.  A large amount of beach-profile data was collected since the beach 
nourishment in 2010 on Long Key.  Twenty-nine beach profiles were surveyed bi-
monthly over the 34-month period. 
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Figure 1:  Location of the study site.  
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CHAPTER 2:  STUDY AREA 
Long Key is a heavily developed drumstick barrier island in west-central Florida 
(Figure 1).  Long Key is bound by two tidal inlets:  Blind Pass at the northern end and 
Pass-A-Grille Channel at the southern end. The southern half of the barrier island is 
narrow and trends north-south. The northern half of the island is wider, has an almost 
lens shape, and trends north-northwest.  To the west and seaward of the island is the 
Gulf of Mexico and to the east and landward is Boca Ciega Bay.  Upham Beach is at the 
northern end of the island on the Gulf side; it extends from the jetty on the south side of 
Blind Pass southward about 0.7 kilometers.  The northern, wider end of the island is 
densely developed with condominiums, houses, and businesses while the southern, 
narrow end of the island contains predominately single-family homes with occasional 
hotels or businesses.  Pass-A-Grille Beach is on the south end of the island, directly 
adjacent to the Pass-A-Grille Channel. 
The tidal regime in the greater study area is mixed and microtidal, with a spring 
tide typically being diurnal with a range of 0.8 to 1.2 m and neap tide being semi-diurnal 
with a range of 0.4 to 0.5 m (Wang et al., 2011; Wang and Beck, 2012).  The annual 
average wave breaker height is typically 30 cm (Tanner, 1960).  High waves associated 
with the passage of frontal systems are typically around 1 m (Davis and Barnard, 2003). 
The morphodynamics of barrier islands are generally controlled by the relative 
dominance of tide and wave forcing.  Figure 2 illustrates a morphodynamic classification 
of barrier islands based on relative dominance of wave and tide (Davis and Hayes, 
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1984).  The west-central Florida coast is located in the lower left corner of Figure 2, 
maintaining a delicate balance between a mixed-energy barrier island and a wave-
dominated barrier island.  Wang and Beck (2012) measured waves 400 meters offshore 
from Blind Pass between November 2003 and February 2005.  The average peak wave 
period during this time was 5.8 seconds and mean significant wave height was 0.26 m.  
During the winter season, frequent high wave events associated with cold front 
passages were observed.  Net longshore sediment transport rate along the shoreline of 
Long Key is approximately 38,000 cubic meters per year in the southward direction 
(USACE, 1999). 
 
 
Figure 2: Coastal morphology control graph based on mean tidal range vs. mean wave 
height.  The pink dot represents the conditions along the west-central Florida coast.  
(Modified from Davis and Hayes, 1984) 
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For this study, summer is considered to be from the beginning of May to the end 
of October and winter from the beginning of November to the end of April.  Roberts and 
Wang (2012) used a similar distinction of seasons.  During the summer the climate is 
humid, the greatest amount of rainfall for the year occurs, and the prevailing winds are 
from the east and south (Mehta et al., 1976).  Beaches remain relatively stable during 
typical summer conditions.  Tropical cyclones are the main driver for energetic 
conditions during the summer months.  During the winter the climate is relatively mild 
and storms, driven by cold front passages, tend to come with prefrontal squalls, 
followed by relatively prolonged northerly wind.  The prevailing winds in the winter 
months are from the northeast and north (Mehta et al., 1976).  Active beach erosion 
tends to occur during the passages of strong cold frontal systems in the winter. 
2.1 Storm Impacts on the Morphology of Long Key 
The morphology of Long Key is strongly influenced by the tidal inlets at the two 
ends.  The Tropical Storm (some call it a hurricane) of 1848, also known as “The Great 
Gale of 48,” is believed to have made landfall near the Tampa Bay area.  The details 
are vague, but it is reported that tides were 14 feet above mean sea level.  This storm 
opened a new inlet, now known as John’s Pass (Mehta et al., 1976; Elko and Davis, 
2006).  Although not directly adjacent to Long Key, John’s Pass captured a substantial 
portion of Blind Pass’s tidal prism resulting in the wave forcing taking over as the 
dominating process.  This resulted in the gradual destabilization of Blind Pass.  Blind 
Pass was at the border between being mixed energy or wave-dominated (Wang and 
Beck, 2012).  Weakening one of the forcing processes, in this case tide, allowed the 
other force to assume control leading to substantial morphologic changes. 
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Tropical Storm Debby is a recent storm that had substantial impact to the beach 
on Long Key.  Tropical Storm Debby was a very large tropical cyclone impacting central 
and northern Florida.  Debby developed in the Gulf of Mexico, was tracked northwest 
and then west from June 23 to June 27 in 2012, and made landfall in the Big Bend area 
of northwestern Florida (Figure 3).  From June 23 to June 26 Debby was a tropical 
storm and on June 27 it weakened to a tropical depression.  Storm surges between 0.6 
and 1.4 meters from Florida’s southwest coast to the Panhandle were measured 
(Kimberlain, 2013).  Saint Petersburg recorded sustained winds of 59 kilometers per 
hour with gusts of 78 kilometers per hour, and storm surge peaked at 1.09 meters 
(Kimberlain, 2013).  Pinellas County experienced a significant amount of beach erosion, 
up to about 16 meters of beach retreat in some locations (Wang and Roberts, 2012). 
 
 
Figure 3:  Path of Tropical Storm Debby in 2012.  (Kimberlain, 2013) 
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About two months after Tropical Storm Debby, Hurricane Isaac made its way 
across the Gulf of Mexico.  Hurricane Isaac was a tropical cyclone that developed in the 
Atlantic Ocean and made final landfall in Louisiana.  Isaac was tracked from August 27 
to September 1 in 2012.  Isaac started off as a tropical depression and at its greatest 
intensity was a category one hurricane, but spent most of its extent as a tropical storm 
(Berg, 2013).  Figure 4 illustrates the storm track for Isaac.  Saint Petersburg recorded 
sustained winds of 50 kilometers per hour with gusts of 65 kilometers per hour, and 
storm surge of 0.76 meters (Berg, 2013).  Beach profiles were surveyed before and 
after Tropical Storm Debby and distal passage of Hurricane Isaac.  Beach changes 
associated with the storm impacts are discussed in a later section. 
 
 
Figure 4:  Path for Hurricane Isaac in 2012.  (Berg, 2013) 
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2.2 Morphologic Evolution of Long Key 
Natural and anthropogenic influences have shaped and reshaped Long Key over 
the last century.  The earliest map of Long Key dates back to the 1700s.  In general, 
morphodynamics of a tidal inlet, and subsequently adjacent barrier islands, can be 
classified as tide-dominated, mixed-energy, and wave-dominated (Figure 5).  Maps 
spanning about a century in time illustrate the morphologic evolution of Long Key barrier 
island from a mixed-energy drumstick barrier island to a wave-dominated barrier island.  
The morphologic evolution of Long Key was caused by a combination of storm impact 
(the opening of John’s Pass by a storm in 1848) and anthropogenic impact (Wang and 
Beck, 2012).   
 
 
Figure 5:  Morphodynamic classification of tidal inlets.  The shape of an inlet is 
determined by the dominating processes, whether it be wave, tide, or mixed. (From 
Davis, 1994) 
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The morphologic evolution of Long Key from the late 1800s to the late 1900s is 
illustrated in Figure 6.  In 1873, the island had a wide bulbous north end and a long 
narrow south end.  The barrier island morphology in 1873, as shown in the map (Figure 
6), matches quite well with the mixed-energy inlet schematic illustrated in Figure 5.  
Over time, the Blind Pass inlet migrated farther and farther south indicating its 
transformation into a wave-dominated inlet making the island straighter and the north 
end become much narrower, as compared to its original size.  Blind Pass became more 
and more wave-dominated as its tidal prism decreased substantially due to the gradual 
domination of John’s Pass to the north.  In addition, anthropogenic influence from the 
dredge-and-fill construction starting in the 1950s created more land in the bay for 
residential area and resulted in smaller bay size, and subsequently smaller tidal prism 
(Elko and Davis, 2006; Wang et al., 2011; Wang and Beck, 2012). 
2.3 Development of Long Key and Boca Ciega Bay 
Waterfront property is in very high demand and is quite profitable.  So creating 
new waterfront property is desirable and can be lucrative.  In 1926, the building of 
causeways began which led to the barrier island construction boom.  On the bayside of 
Long Key, dredge-and-fill construction occurred creating anthropogenic finger canals 
(creating finger islands) in the 1950s (Elko and Davis, 2006).  The dredging of these 
finger canals severely reduced the tidal prism of Blind Pass by reducing the surface 
area of the bay, by approximately 28% (Elko, 1999; Elko and Davis, 2006).  Figure 7 
illustrates the land created from the dredge-and-fill construction in Boca Ciega Bay in 
the vicinity of Blind Pass.  The inlet became severely unstable from the reduction of the 
tidal prism after already destabilizing from the breaching John’s Pass in the 1800s.    
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Figure 6: Morphologic evolution of Long Key, Pinellas County, Florida from 1873 to 
1979.  Notice the shoreline change and Blind Pass’s two kilometer inlet migration.  
There is a substantial shape change of Long Key from a drumstick shape, in the mid- to 
late-1800s, to a more straight and narrow shape.  Once Blind Pass was structured in 
the 1930s the islands shape remained constant with heavy beach erosion at the 
northern end next to the inlet.  Seawalls now protect the buildings at the locations of 
heavy erosion.  (From BBCS, 2013)  
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Figure 7:  Soil classification map for the south portion of Sand Key, Treasure Island, and 
the north portion of Long Key.  Sand Key is north of John’s Pass.  Treasure Island is 
between John’s Pass and Blind Pass.  Long Key is south of Blind Pass.  Notice the 
anthropogenic additions (dredge-and-fill construction) to the bay area labeled with a 
number two.  (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1972; Mehta et al., 1976)  
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Blind Pass had to be dredged frequently to prevent the inlet from closing.  In 1978, 
shoaling caused a temporary closure of Blind Pass (Loeb, 1994).   
Blind Pass’s ebb-tidal delta deteriorated in the 1950s from a mixture of natural 
and anthropogenic influences, and eventually collapsed onto the beach in the late 
1950s and early 1960s (Wang and Beck, 2012).  A wide beach was a great place for 
waterfront property, so condominiums were quickly built at the north end shortly after 
the welding of the Blind Pass ebb delta onto the beach.  One consequence of no longer 
having an ebb-tidal delta present is that there is no additional protection for the beach 
against waves by the shallow ebb delta.  The ebb-tidal delta causes wave energy to 
dissipate from the friction of the shallow ebb delta and deflects currents.  With no ebb 
delta the waves have more energy when reaching the shoreline, and consequently 
eroding the beach (Davis, 1989).  A study conducted by Wang et al. (2011), using a 
numerical model, modeled a relatively weak ebb jet coming out of Blind Pass.  The 
weak ebb flow cannot flush the sand from southward longshore current, resulting 
sedimentation within the inlet channel.  Furthermore, interruption of longshore transport 
by the structured inlet resulted in severe beach erosion along the downdrift beach 
(Wang et al., 2011).  
2.4 Soft Coastal Protection at Long Key 
The northern end of Long Key, Upham Beach, is known for its chronic beach 
erosion problem (Davis, 1989).  Since the stabilizing of the inlet to the north, Blind Pass, 
the beach immediately south of the inlet has been severely sediment starved due to 
disruption of natural sediment bypass of the inlet (USACE, 1999; Wang et al., 2011; 
Wang and Beck, 2012).  Condominiums, built directly adjacent to the beach when it was 
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very wide, became in jeopardy of damage when the beach was eroded away.  An 
ongoing long-term beach nourishment project was established for the north end of the 
island to mitigate the erosion threat; about every four years the beach is nourished.  
Long Key nourishment history is summarized in Table 1.  Nourishment construction has 
taken place on Upham Beach in the following years:  1968, 1976, 1980, 1986, 1991, 
1996, 2000, 2004, 2006, and 2010 (Mehta et al., 1976; USACE, 1999; Roberts, 2012; 
Squires, 2013).  The main initial nourishment for this ongoing project occurred in 1975 
(Mehta et al., 1976).  Most of the nourished material placed on Upham Beach was 
typically eroded in about two years after the placement (Elko, 1999).  In 2006, geotextile 
T-groins were installed on the northern end of the island to help retain the nourishment.  
The most recent nourishment was completed in October of 2010 which is the focus of 
this study.  Pass-A-Grille Beach was nourished in 1968 and 2004 (Squires, 2013).  In 
1989, dune planting and sea oat fencing also occurred on Pass-A-Grille Beach (Elko, 
1999). 
2.5 Hard Engineering Shore Protection at Long Key 
Hard shore-protection structures were constructed on Long Key with the goal of 
protecting the inlets, beach, and buildings.  The construction of hard engineering 
coastal-protection structures began in the early to mid-1900s on Long Key.   Geotextile 
T-groins, jetties, and seawalls have been installed for shore protection.  Table 2 lists the 
engineering structures constructed on Long Key from the 1930s to 2012. 
Construction of five geotextile T-groins on Upham Beach was completed in 
September of 2006 (Roberts, 2012).  The orientation of each T-groin varies with respect 
to the local beach orientation.  The head of the “T” is oriented to be shore parallel (the 
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Table 1:  Long Key’s beach nourishment history from 1968 to 2010. Table modified from 
Elko, 1999. 
Long Key Nourishment History 
Year Location 
Volume 
Nourished (m3) 
Length 
(m) Nourishment Source 
1968 Upham Beach 23,000     
1975-1976 Upham Beach 57,000 760 Blind Pass 
1980 Upham Beach 194,000 800 Blind Pass 
1986 
Pass-A-Grille 56,000 1,000   
Upham Beach 74,000 730 Pass-A-Grille ebb shoal 
1991 Upham Beach 176,000 730 Blind Pass 
1996 Upham Beach 193,000 720 Egmont Channel 
2000 Upham Beach 274,000 720 Blind Pass 
2004 
Pass-A-Grille 112,000 1,500   
Upham Beach 280,000 1,100   
2006 Upham Beach 124,000 600   
2010 Upham Beach 122,000 600 Blind Pass 
Loeb, 1994; Mehta et al., 1976; Roberts, 2012; Squires, 2013; Trembanis and Pilkey, 
1998; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 1999 
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Table 2:  Long Key’s hard engineering construction history from the 1930s to 2010. 
Table modified from Elko, 1999. 
Long Key Construction History 
Year Location Construction 
1936-1937 S. Blind Pass Low jetty 
1950-1960 
N. Pass-A-Grille 
Channel 
Groins and seawall 
1950s S. Blind Pass Jetty extended 
1957-1963 S. Blind Pass Bulkhead 
1959-1960 
N. Pass-A-Grille 
Channel 
Rubble-mound jetty and 
some storm repair 
1962 
N. Blind Pass 
Native stone rubble-
mound jetty 
N. Pass-A-Grille 
Channel 
Jetty extended and fishing 
platform added 
1974 S. Blind Pass Jetty extended 
1975 Upham Beach Two kingpile groins 
1976 N. Blind Pass Jetty extended 
1980 S. Blind Pass Sand breakwater 
1984 
N. Pass-A-Grille 
Channel 
Rehabilitation of the out 
reach of the groin (jetty) 
1986 (Oct.) S. Blind Pass Jetty extended 
1989 
Pass-A-Grille 
Beach 
Dune planting and sea oat 
fencing 
2006 (Jan.) Upham Beach 
Completion of 5 Geotextile 
T-head Groins 
2010 (Oct.) Upham Beach 
Repaired damaged 
geotextile T-Groins 
Loeb, 1994; Mehta et al., 1976; Roberts, 2012; Squires, 2013 
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most seaward part of the T-groin), and the neck of the “T” is perpendicular to the head 
(and the shore).  Figure 8 shows a picture of one of the T-groins on Upham Beach.  The 
purpose of the T-groin field is to reduce the erosion rate in the nourishment area.  The 
head of the “T” should dissipate some of the wave energy before it reaches the 
shoreline, therefore, slowing the erosion of the shoreline.  The neck of the “T” is 
expected to hold the sediment and prevent the sand from moving to downdrift beaches.  
A detailed examination of the performance of these structures is beyond the scope of 
this study.  Detailed performance of the T-groin is discussed by Wang and Roberts 
(2009) and Wang and Brutsché (2012).  Based on the results from Wang and Brutsché 
(2012), the T-groins have not yet had significant influence on the downdrift beaches, 
partly because of the two recent beach nourishments in 2006 and 2010. 
 
 
Figure 8:  Picture of a geotextile T-groin on Upham Beach being surveyed.  This picture 
was taken on April 15, 2013. 
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Both Blind Pass and Pass-A-Grille inlets are frequently used by recreational 
boaters going between the Gulf and Boca Ciega Bay, so it is important for the inlet to 
remain open and deep enough for boaters to pass through safely.  Jetties were installed 
to prevent the inlet from migrating, shoaling, and subsequently closing.  Jetties bound 
Long Key at both the north and south ends.  The Blind Pass inlet, to the north, has been 
dredged periodically due to sand infilling.  To the south, the large Pass-A-Grille ebb 
delta has been dredged several times, most recently in 2006.  The sediment dredged 
from the inlet channel and the ebb delta was used in nourishment projects on Upham 
Beach or other nearby beaches.  Longshore sediment transport has been reduced by 
the stabilization of the inlet and dredging of the entrance to Blind Pass (USACE, 1999). 
The south side of Blind Pass was stabilized by a stretch of seawall and a rubble-
mound jetty between 1936 and 1937 (Mehta et al., 1976).  In the 1950s, the jetty on the 
south side of Blind Pass was extended to prevent shoaling in the inlet (Mehta et al., 
1976).  From 1957 through 1963 the south side of Blind Pass was farther hardened with 
a bulkhead (Loeb, 1994).  In 1962, the north side of Blind Pass was stabilized with a 
native stone rubble-mound jetty (Mehta et al., 1976; Loeb, 1994).  The jetty on the south 
and north side of Blind Pass were extended in 1974 and 1976, respectively (Elko, 1999; 
Loeb, 1994).  The jetty on the south side of Blind Pass on the north end of Long Key, 
currently extends out from the northern extent of Upham Beach perpendicular to the 
beach and then has a segment that is angled southwest (Figure 9).  Between 1959 and 
1960, a rubble-mound jetty was added to the north side of Pass-A-Grille Channel on the 
south end of Long Key (Loeb, 1994).  In 1962, the jetty was extended and a fishing 
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platform was added (Loeb, 1994).  In 1984, the outreach of the jetty was rehabilitated 
(Squires, 2013). 
Seawalls can be viewed as the last line of defense against landward retreat of 
shoreline.  They are especially important for highly erosive beaches with buildings 
directly landward.  Riprap revetments composed of large boulders were typically 
installed seaward of the seawalls protecting the integrity of the structure (Figure 9 and 
10).  Between 1950 and 1960, a seawall was constructed on Pass-A-Grille Beach 
(Loeb, 1994). 
 
 
Figure 9:  Picture of the jetty on the south side of Blind Pass, north end of Upham 
Beach.  There is also a seawall in the picture.  This picture was taken on April 15, 2013. 
 
Jetty 
Seawall 
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Figure 10:  Picture of the seawall protecting condominiums on Upham Beach.  There 
was sand nourished out to the seaward most tip of the T-Groin in the picture during the 
nourishment in the fall of 2010.  This picture was taken on April 15, 2013.  
Seawall 
T-groin Riprap Revetment 
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CHAPTER 3:  METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Field Methods 
3.1.1 Beach Survey 
Approximately shore-perpendicular beach profiles were surveyed bi-monthly from 
the survey benchmarks (R and LK benchmarks) established by Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (FDEP), formerly Department of Natural Resources (DNR).  
There are a total of 29 beach-profile survey lines on Long Key (Figure 11).  The north 
end of Long Key, Upham Beach, has more densely spaced beach survey lines, 
extending from LK-monuments (Figure 12).  These survey lines are referred to as LK 
lines, and most of the lines are spaced about 100 meters apart.  The survey lines along 
the middle and southern end of the island are spaced about 300 meters apart at R-
monuments, from R148 to the north to R165 to the south (Figures 13 and 14).  
A Trimble RTK-GPS (Real Time Kinematic Global Positioning System) 
R8GNSS/R6/5800 was used by the University of South Florida’s Coastal Research Lab 
to determine the elevation and location of the R-monuments and LK-monuments.  The 
Trimble RTK-GPS has a manufacture-specified precision of ±1 cm horizontal and ±2 cm 
vertical.  Some issues that may affect the accuracy of the positions determined by the 
RTK-GPS include:  the number and quality of the available positioning satellites, the 
quality of the correction factor broadcasted by the Trimble Network, surrounding 
landscape and vegetation which may influence the reception of the satellite signal.   
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Figure 11:  Overview map of beach survey lines on Long Key. 
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Figure 12:  LK-monument line locations on Long Key.  Aerial from January 2012. 
Legend 
LK Lines 
R-monument Lines 
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Figure 13: FDEP R-monument line locations for R148 to R156, north half of Long Key.  
Aerial from January 2012.  
Legend 
LK Lines 
R-monument Lines 
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Figure 14:  FDEP R-monument line locations for R156 to R165, south half of Long Key.  
Aerial from January 2012.  
Legend 
LK Lines 
R-monument Lines 
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Each beach-profile line was surveyed using a set of equipment including a 
SOKKIA SDR33 data logger, a SOKKIA SET500 D21801 electronic total survey station, 
a survey tripod (Figure 15), and a 4-m survey rod with a prism attached to the top 
(Figure 16).  The survey lines were referenced to NAVD88 vertical datum.  The 
NAVD88 zero meter is approximately 8 cm above mean sea level.  To ensure that the 
survey rod person was staying on a straight line when collecting data, cones were set 
on the beach for the rod person to align.  Operational errors that can incur during the 
field survey can be caused by the rod person becoming slightly offline.  The person 
running the total station can ensure that the rod person is staying online by directing the 
rod person back online.  Another source of operational error can be induced by the rod 
person not holding the survey rod perfectly vertical.  The survey rod is equipped with a 
bubble to assist the leveling.  However, it may be difficult to hold the rod vertical in water 
with wave actions.  Therefore, the survey errors in the subaqueous portion of the profile 
are influenced by wave conditions. 
3.2 Data Analysis 
3.2.1 Preparing the Data 
After each day of data collection in the field, the data were downloaded from the 
data logger to a computer. The data were saved as a text file format, and then were put 
into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel and were sorted.  The measured northing, 
easting, and elevation were extracted from the data for each survey line, and then the 
distance (d) from the monument was calculated for each point as   
𝒅 =  √(𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙𝟏)𝟐 + (𝒚𝟐 − 𝒚𝟏)𝟐     (1) 
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Figure 15:  Beach profile survey using an electronic total survey station and a data 
logger.  This picture was taken on April 15, 2013. 
 
 
Figure 16:  The survey rod with prism attached to the top, collecting offshore elevations 
in the nearshore zone.  This picture was taken on April 15, 2013. 
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where x1 is the easting of the monument, x2 is the easting of the individual survey point, 
y1 is the northing of the monument, and y2 is the northing of the survey point.  The 
northing, easting, elevation, and distance were transferred into Regional Morphology 
Analysis Package (RMAP).  RMAP is part of the Coastal Engineering Design & Analysis 
System developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  RMAP was used to analyze 
beach-profile characteristics (Figure 17), interpolate data points at equal intervals, and 
calculate volumes above different contours.   
 
 
Figure 17:  An example of a beach profile. 
 
3.2.2 Profile-Volume Calculations and Contour Locations 
Beach profiles varied slightly in length for each survey date.  The surveys always 
started from the same location, at the benchmark, but did not end at the same location.  
In many cases there are dunes seaward of the survey benchmark.  The dunes are 
highly three-dimensional and cannot be consistently captured with the current survey 
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density.  The time-series beach profile surveys follow the same azimuth.  However, the 
survey points were different among different surveys.  Generally, a survey point was 
taken at a slope change, as estimated by the rod person, to ensure the capture of 
morphology change, instead of taking points at regular spaces.  In areas with a 
relatively flat surface, the points were typically taken every five to ten meters.  Because 
the dunes are highly three-dimensional, the captured dune feature is strongly influenced 
by the survey point, and therefore, the survey rod person.  The dune features were 
often captured differently during different surveys.  This will affect the volume-change 
calculations between the two surveys.  To avoid these potential artificial errors 
associated with inadequate dune survey coverage, the landward limit of profile-volume 
calculation starts at the seaward edge of the dune field excluding the survey data within 
the dune field.  Based on field observations, the dune field remained largely stable over 
the study period.   
The seaward limit of profile-volume calculation was at the short-term depth of 
closure (Roberts and Wang, 2012).  Typically, the seaward limit of the profile 
converges, as illustrated by the small standard deviation about the mean near the 
seaward limit (Figure 18).  In some cases, a point was added to the end of a survey line 
based on the trend of the profile change, so that the time-series profiles all converge at 
the seaward end.  This artificial point has little influence on the volume calculation.  In 
addition the artificial point only has a small influence on one of the four profile-volume 
calculations. 
For each time-series set of profiles, volume calculations were conducted for four 
different contours to examine profile changes on different portions of the beach.  The 
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Figure 18:  Example of an average beach profile and the standard deviation of the time-
series profile surveys. 
 
same four contour levels were also used by Roberts and Wang (2011) to quantify beach 
changes.  The changes over dry beach are quantified using profile-volume change 
above +1 m NAVD88.  The changes over the beach are quantified using profile-volume 
change above 0 m NAVD88, or roughly the mean sea level.  The changes over the 
beach and in the nearshore zone were quantified using profile-volume change above -1 
m NAVD88.  The changes over the entire beach profile are calculated based on the 
short-term depth of closure as listed in Table 3. 
3.2.3 Principal Component Analysis 
Principal component analysis was conducted on the time-series data of two 
measured beach profiles (barred and unbarred profiles) from Long Key.  The beach 
profiles from Long Key were interpolated linearly so that all the profiles surveyed during 
different dates have points that are equidistant apart.  The points must be equidistant 
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Table 3:  Short-term and longer-term depth of closure contours estimated in a study by 
Roberts and Wang (2011).  The short-term DOC contours were used for the depth of 
closure volume calculations in this study.  If the depth of closure was not calculated then 
-3 meter contour was used for the calculation.  (Modified from Roberts and Wang, 2011) 
Approximated Depth of Closure - DOC (meters) 
Profile Beach (short-term DOC) Offshore (longer-term DOC) 
LK1B n/c n/c 
LK2 -3 -3.5 
LK2A n/c n/c 
LK3 -3.5 -3 
LK3A n/c n/c 
LK4 -3 -3 
LK4A n/c n/c 
LK5 -3 -3 
LK5A n/c n/c 
LK6 -3.5 -3.5 
LK7 -3.5 -3 
R148 -3.5 -3.5 
R149 -4 -4 
R150 -4 -4.5 
R151 -3 -4 
R152 -3 -4 
R153 -3.5 -4 
R154 -3 -4 
R155 -3 -3.5 
R156 n/c -4 
R157 -3.5 -4 
R158 -3 -4 
R159 n/c n/c 
R160 -3 -3.5 
R161 -3 -4 
R162 -2.5 -3.5 
R163 -2.5 -3.5 
R164 -2 -3.5 
R165 -2 -3.5 
n/c = not calculated 
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apart so a comparison can be made.  Each survey line used in the analysis began at 
the same location and ended at the same location.  The profiles were linearly 
interpolated at one-meter intervals to ensure that the morphology variations are 
adequately represented.  Similarly principal component analysis was also conducted on 
synthesized beach profiles with idealized trend of changes.  Both barred and unbarred 
profiles were create, and are discussed in the next section.   
IBM SPSS version 21 was used to calculate the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and 
variance.  In most cases, an eigenvector is represented as a unit vector where the sum 
of the squares equals one.  The eigenvector is scaled such that the sum of the squares 
equals to the eigenvalue relating it to the total variance represented by the correlating 
eigenvalue.  The covariance matrix was analyzed to determine the eigenvectors, 
eigenvalues, and variance. 
In this study only the temporal eigenvectors are determined.  Principal 
component analysis is used to dimensionally reduce large data sets using matrix 
manipulation.  The eigenvector and eigenvalue are defined as 
𝑨𝑬 = 𝑬            (2) 
where E is the eigenvector matrix or component matrix (column one being eigenvector 
one, column two being eigenvector two, and so on),  is the eigenvalue diagonal matrix, 
and A is a mXm matrix defined as the variance/covariance matrix.  The variance/ 
covariance matrix (A) is determined by 
𝑨 =
1
𝑛𝑥
𝒀𝒀𝑻             (3) 
where Y is the mXn standardized data matrix, YT is the transpose of the standardized 
data matrix (nXm), and nx is the number of rows of data (number of survey dates).  To 
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determine the eigenvalues, first subtract the diagonal eigenvalue matrix (), with the 
unknown eigenvalues represented with 1, 2, and so on, from the variance/covariance 
matrix (A) then solve the determinant of the product to determine each individual 
eigenvalue. 
3.2.4 Synthesized Beach Profiles for Statistical Analysis and Interpretation 
Principal component analysis was used in this study to examine temporal 
variations of the measured beach profiles, with the goal of identifying potential patterns 
associated with morphology changes induced by transport gradients in the longshore 
direction versus morphology changes induced by transport gradients in the cross-shore 
direction.  In order to verify the interpretations of the statistical results, a series of 
numerical experiments were conducted using simple idealized changes of synthesized 
profiles. 
There are two types of beach profiles found on Long Key, Florida: a profile with a 
sand bar (barred), and a profile without a sand bar (unbarred).  Creating idealized 
beach-profile changes will help the understanding of the results of the PCA.  A depth of 
closure was forced for the synthesized beach profiles by a linear trend.  The linear trend 
used was created using the slope intercept form  
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑦0       (4) 
where y is an elevation in meters, m is the slope of the linear trend, x is a distance 
offshore in meters, and y0 is the y-intercept of the linear trend.  All of the lines were 
forced to a depth of closure of -4 meters.  The slope of the line (m) is calculated by 
using  
𝑚 =
𝑦2−𝑦1
𝑥2−𝑥1
              (5) 
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where y2 is the elevation where the lines will converge, y1 is the elevation where the 
linear trend begins, x2 is location offshore where the lines will converge, and x1 is the 
location offshore where the linear trend begins. 
Bruun (1954) proposed a relationship between water depth, sediment 
characteristics, and location offshore for equilibrium beach profiles by analyzing beach 
profiles from California and the Danish North Sea.  The relationship he developed is  
ℎ = 𝐴𝑥
2
3            (6) 
where h is the water depth relative to mean sea level, A is a sediment grain size 
parameter, and x is the distance offshore.  Dean (1977) analyzed numerous beach 
profiles and reached the same result using a least squares curve-fitting procedure.  For 
the synthesized monotonic equilibrium profiles used in this study, 0.16 m1/3 is used for 
the A value corresponding to the average sediment grain size in the study area.  Figure 
19 illustrates a synthesized monotonic equilibrium beach profile with a forced depth of 
closure. 
The landward bar-slope for the section of the profile that goes from the trough 
bottom to the top of the bar was modeled as 
ℎ = ℎ𝑡𝑟 +
(ℎ𝑏𝑡−ℎ𝑡𝑟)
(𝑥𝑏𝑡−𝑥𝑡𝑟)
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑡𝑟)      (8) 
where h is the water depth, htr is the water depth at the trough bottom, hbt is the water 
depth at the bar top, xbt is the distance to the shoreline from the bar top, xtr is the 
distance to the shoreline from the trough bottom, and x is the distance to the shoreline 
from the location where the water depth h is being calculated.  The water depth at the 
trough bottom (htr) uses Equation 7 setting x equal to xtr giving 
ℎ𝑡𝑟 = 𝐴1𝑥𝑡𝑟
𝑚1      (9) 
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Figure 19:  A synthesized monotonic equilibrium beach profile created using the power 
function developed by Bruun (1954) and Dean (1977). 
 
where A1 is a sediment grain size parameter, xtr is the distance to the shoreline from the 
trough bottom, and m1 is an empirical shape parameter.  The sediment grain size 
parameter (A1) and the empirical shape parameter (m1) used for the barred profiles in 
this study was 0.19 m1/3 and 2/3 respectively.  The water depth to the bar top (hbt) is 
ℎ𝑏𝑡 = 𝐴2(𝑥𝑏𝑡 − 0.652𝑥𝑏𝑡)
𝑚2           (10) 
where A2 is a sediment grain size parameter, xbt is the distance to the shoreline from the 
bar top, and m2 is an empirical shape parameter.  The sediment grain size parameter 
(A2) and the empirical shape parameter (m2) used for the barred profiles in this study 
was 0.09 m1/3 and 0.82 respectively, as suggested by Wang and Davis (1998). 
The offshore section of the profile that extends from the top of the bar to the 
depth of closure was modeled as 
ℎ = 𝐴2(𝑥 − 0.652𝑥𝑏𝑡)
𝑚2            (11) 
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where h is the water depth, A2 is a sediment grain size parameter, x is the distance to 
the shoreline from the location where the water depth h is being calculated, xbt is the 
distance to the shoreline from the bar top, and m2 is an empirical shape parameter.  The 
sediment grain size parameter (A2) and the empirical shape parameter (m2) used for the 
barred profiles in this study was 0.09 m1/3 and 0.82 respectively.  The synthesized 
barred and unbarred beach profiles were used in the statistical experiments.  The 
results were used to validate the interpretation of the principal component analysis. 
 
 
Figure 20:  A synthesized bar beach profile created using a segment beach profile 
modeled by Wang and Davis (1998) with a forced depth of closure using a linear trend 
to -4 meters.  
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CHAPTER 4:  PREVIOUS STUDIES ON LONG KEY BEACH  
The morphologic changes at Long Key are a result of combined natural and 
anthropogenic influences.  Maps of Long Key date back to the 1700s.  In the mid-1700s 
Bernard Romans surveyed and mapped Tampa Bay, called Harbour of Spirito Santo at 
the time, and the surrounding barrier islands, including Long Key (Ware, 1966).   
4.1 Long Key Before Major Anthropogenic Influences 
The shape of Long Key mapped by Romans is similar to the shape of Long Key 
in maps from the late 1800s.  The shape of Long Key depicted by Romans, in the mid-
1700s, had a broad bulbous north end with a narrow center and south end and a piece 
of land extending off of the southern tip at a 45 degree angle (Ware, 1966).  The map 
from the late 1800s (Figure 21) does not include the piece of land protruding off of the 
southern tip. 
As shown in Figure 21, from 1873 to 1926, Long Key changed from a drumstick-
shaped island to straighter island with a narrowed north end from the southerly 
migration of Blind Pass.  Blind Pass has migrated approximately 1.6 kilometers south of 
its position in 1873 (Mehta et al., 1976).  Elko (1999) determined shoreline-change rates 
and volume change rates for Long Key from1873 to 1926.  Shoreline-change rates, with 
negative numbers indicating landward retreat and positive numbers indicating seaward 
propagation were summarized by Elko (1999) as: 
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 Average over the entire island:  -0.3 meters per year 
 Northern end (while Blind Pass was rapidly migrating south):  -30 meters per 
year (Mehta et al., 1976) 
 Northern end (including Upham Beach):  -3.0 meters per year 
 Central portion:  +0.6 meters per year (note that the northern half was accreting 
and the southern half was eroding) 
 Southern end:  +1.4 meters per year 
Volume change rates with negative numbers indicating volume loss and positive 
numbers indicating volume gain were summarized by Elko (1999) as: 
 Over the entire island:  -6,800 cubic meters per year 
 Northern end:  -19,200 cubic meters per year 
 Upham Beach:  -3,700 cubic meters per year 
 Central portion:  +9,900 cubic meters per year 
 Southern end:  +6,200 cubic meters per year 
The volume of sediment lost on the north end of the island, including the sediment loss 
from Upham Beach, supplied the accretion at the central and southern end of Long Key 
from the net longshore sediment transport that is directed from north to south. 
4.2 Long Key After Construction of Hard Engineering Structures 
From 1926 to 1969, Blind Pass migrated about an additional 500 meters (Figure 
22).  This resulted in the north end becoming even narrower, as compared to that 
before 1926.  In the mid-1930s, the south side of Blind Pass was stabilized with a low 
jetty preventing any further migration of the inlet.  In the early 1950s, the ebb-tidal delta 
had collapsed onto the beach directly south of the inlet.  By 1962, Blind Pass’s ebb-tidal   
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Figure 21:  Long Key's shoreline in the late-1800s and mid-1920s.  Notice the migration 
of the inlet at the north end of the island, Blind Pass, changing the morphology of the 
island.  There is some progradation of the shoreline along the south end of the island 
and near the center of the island.  (From BBCS, 2013) 
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delta had diminished almost entirely (Elko, 1999).  Central Long Key’s sediment 
accumulation was likely fed by the eroding Blind Pass ebb delta.  Eroded sand from the 
southern tip of the island was also transported to the central portion of the island during 
this period of time as a result of greater tropical cyclone frequency reversing the normal 
sediment transport direction of north to south (Elko, 1999).  Elko (1999) determined 
shoreline-change rates and volume change rates for Long Key from1926 to 1969.  
Shoreline-change rates, with negative numbers indicating landward retreat and positive 
numbers indicating seaward propagation as summarized by Elko (1999) are: 
 Over the entire island:  -0.3 meters per year 
 Upham Beach:  +2.2 meters per year, due to a large short-term gain from the 
collapsing of Blind Pass ebb delta 
 Central portion:  +0.5 meters per year  
 Southern end:  -2.3 meters per year 
Volume change rate, with negative numbers indicating volume loss and positive 
numbers indicating volume gain as summarized by Elko (1999) are: 
 Over the entire island:  -5,000 cubic meters per year 
 Northern end:  -5,000 cubic meters per year 
 Upham Beach:  +6,100 cubic meters per year 
 Central portion:  +3,800 cubic meters per year 
 Southern end:  -9,900 cubic meters per year 
4.3 Long Key After Periodic Beach Nourishments 
Starting in the 1970s, beach nourishments were conducted rather regularly every 
four to six years.  This artificial infusion of sediment had significant influence on the 
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Figure 22: Long Key's shoreline in the mid-1920s and 1969.  Notice the migration of the 
inlet at the north end of the island.  The beach just to the south of Blind Pass, Upham 
Beach, had some progradation.  There was some erosion at the south end of the island.  
The center of the island remained stable.  (From BBCS, 2013) 
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beach behavior along Long Key.  Elko (1999) determined shoreline-change rates and 
volume change rates for Long Key from1969 to 1979.  This period represents the early 
stage of Upham Beach nourishment.  Nourishment projects on Upham Beach added 
57,000 cubic meters of sand to the area during the time frame of 1969 to 1979.  
Shoreline-change rates, positive numbers indicating seaward propagation as 
summarized by Elko (1999) are: 
 Over the entire island:  +0.3 meters per year 
 Upham Beach:  +1 meters per year 
 Central portion:  +0.4 meters per year  
 Southern end:  very little shoreline loss 
Volume change rate, with negative numbers indicating volume loss and positive 
numbers indicating volume gain as summarized by Elko (1999) are: 
 Over the entire island:  +7,000 cubic meters per year  
 Northern end:  0 cubic meters per year 
 Upham Beach:  +2,800 cubic meters per year 
 Central portion:  +4,500 cubic meters per year 
 Southern end:  -400 cubic meters per year 
Starting from the 1980s, the beach nourishments at Upham Beach have become 
well established with greater volumes of sand placed on the beach.  Nourishment 
projects on Upham Beach added 637,000 cubic meters of sand to the area during the 
time frame of 1979 to 1997.  In the late-1980s, planting of sea oats was conducted on 
Pass-A-Grille beach to stabilize the newly accreted area on the south end of the island.  
This newly accreted beach is attributed to the impoundment by the extension of the 
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jetty.  Elko (1999) determined shoreline-change rates and volume change rates for Long 
Key for1979 to 1997.  Shoreline-change rates, due to a large short-term gain from the 
collapsing of Blind Pass ebb delta as summarized by Elko (1999) are: 
 Over the entire island:  +1.2 meters per year (nourishment projects strongly 
influenced this) 
 Central portion:  accretion 
 Southern end:  only very southern tip eroded 
Volume change rate, with negative numbers indicating volume loss and positive 
numbers indicating volume gain as summarized by Elko (1999) are: 
 Over the entire island:  28,400 cubic meters per year (35,400 cubic meters per 
year were nourished, greater than what remained by 7,000 cubic meters per 
year) 
 Northern end:  0 cubic meters per year 
 Upham Beach:  +10,00 cubic meters per year 
 Central portion:  +24,000 cubic meters per year 
 Southern end:  +1,200 cubic meters per year 
Elko et al. (2005) conducted a detailed study on the 1996 Upham Beach 
nourishment using daily video imagery to observe the beach evolution in addition to 
beach profile surveys. The rapid beach erosion and landward retreat of the shoreline 
were captured in detail through video imagery.  Based on the video imagery, shoreline 
retreat rates were calculated for two time intervals.  From October 1996 to May 1997, a 
retreat rate of 0.19 ± 0.01 meters per day (69.4 meters per year) was determined.  From 
December 1997 to April 1998, a retreat rate of 0.37 ± 0.02 meters per day (135 meters 
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per year) was obtained.  It was observed that the beach during summer months 
remained relatively stable. The increased erosion rate during the winter of 1997 to 1998 
was linked to a very strong El Niño winter.  A relatively steady erosion rate of between 
0.18-0.19 meters per day was calculated from the survey data over the two years.  The 
material eroded was deposited downdrift.  When the erosion on the nourished beach 
slowed (January 1998), the accretion along the downdrift beach was correspondingly 
replaced by erosion. 
Roberts (2012) examined the performance of Long Key beach nourishment of 
2006.  The major findings include severe erosion on Upham Beach and accretion 
downdrift during the four-year study, similar to the findings by the previous studies.  The 
maximum retreat of the dry beach and shoreline on the northern end of the island 
(Upham Beach) were 86 meters and 93 meters over the four years, respectively, at the 
profile location LK3.  The northern portion of the island experienced a large loss of 
volume at all of the contours examined (dry beach, shoreline, nearshore, and depth of 
closure), indicating that the erosion was caused by gradient of longshore transport.  The 
largest loss of volume was also observed at the profile LK3.  The center portion of the 
island had a volume gain from the sediment eroded from the nourishment on Upham 
Beach.  The southern portion of the island experienced sand loss above the depth of 
closure contour; the volume above the other contours remained relatively stable. 
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CHAPTER 5:  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the convenience of discussion the island is divided into three sections.  The 
profile locations are illustrated in Figures 12, 13, and 14 from the Methodology section 
in Chapter 2.  From the inlet, Blind Pass, south to survey line R148 is considered the 
northern section of Long Key.  From survey line R148 to R161 is considered the central 
portion.  From survey line R161 to Pass-A-Grille Channel is considered the southern 
section.  The discussion here includes two parts.  Part I focuses on the shoreline and 
profile-volume changes obtained from the time-series beach surveys.  Part II extends 
the Part I findings using principal component analysis to distinguish, in general, 
morphology changes induced by longshore or cross-shore sediment transport gradients. 
5.1 Characteristics of Beach Profiles 
Beach profiles at the north end of the island generally do not have a nearshore 
sand bar (Figure 23).  A bar sometimes was present in some of the profiles during a 
short period of time.  Beach profiles in the central portion of the island typically had one 
sand bar present during most of the time (Figure 24).  Beach profiles in the south 
section of the island generally had two bars most of the time (Figure 26).  The width of 
the dry beach varies across the island.  All profile figures are illustrated in Appendix 1. 
5.1.1 Northern Section of Long Key 
The north section of Long Key reflects the morphology of a persistent and rapidly 
eroding beach.  From the Blind Pass inlet south to survey line R148 (Figure 12) is 
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considered the northern section of Long Key for this study.  The beach adjacent to the 
inlet tends to be narrow, and becomes wider southward toward R148.  One stretch of 
the north section is eroded all the way back to the seawall, exposing the riprap in front 
of the seawall (Figure 10).  The width of the beach around R148 is about 110 meters.  
Lines LK1B to LK4 generally do not have a bar present with the exception of a couple of 
survey dates for some profiles.  Figure 23 shows the time-series beach profiles at 
survey line LK3.  Rapid landward shift of the entire monotonic profile was measured 
during the 34-month study period. 
 
 
Figure 23:  Long Key survey profile LK3 at the northern section of the island. 
 
5.1.2 Central Section of Long Key 
The beach along the central section of Long Key is largely stable in the subaerial 
portion.  The beach width in the central section of the island decreases from north to 
south.  From R148 to R151 the subaerial beach is the widest, at about 110 meters.  
From R152 to R154 the subaerial beach becomes a little narrower, at about 100 meters.  
From R154 to R161 the beach narrows further, down to about 60 meters.  At 
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approximately profile R156 (Figure 24), one of the two bars welded onto the beach.  
South of the profile R156 two bars are measured along the beach profiles (Figure 25).  
Not all of the beach surveys extended to the second bar.  The distance of the second 
bar to the shoreline increases southward toward the Pass-A-Grille Channel ebb delta.  
The landward bar is typically a half-meter high and the seaward bar tends to be about 
one-meter high.  The two bars run approximately parallel to each other about 75 meters 
apart, and the bars merge onto the large Pass-A-Grille ebb delta. 
 
 
Figure 24:  Long Key survey profile R156 representative of the north end of the central 
portion of the island. 
 
5.1.3 Southern Section of Long Key 
The beach width decreases southward toward the south end of the island, with 
the widest portion at the north end of this section (R161), about 60 meters wide, and the 
narrowest portion at the south end by the jetty, about 30 meters wide.  Two bars are 
observed in the beach profiles (Figure 26), except in the profile R165.  The absence of 
the second bar in the profile directly adjacent to the jetty is likely controlled by the 
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morphology of the ebb delta.  Not all of the beach surveys extended to the second bar 
though. 
 
 
Figure 25:  Long Key survey profile R160 representative of the south end of the central 
portion of the island. 
 
 
Figure 26:  Long Key survey profile R163 representative of the southern portion of the 
island. 
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5.2 Beach Performance from 2010 to 2013 
Upham Beach was nourished in September 2010.  Bi-monthly beach profile 
surveys were conducted along the entire Long Key.  In the following, the performance of 
the 2010 Upham Beach nourishment and the rest of Long Key, until April 2013, are 
discussed in terms of contour location and profile-volume changes. 
5.2.1 Contour Change 
Shoreline (defined here as NAVD88 zero meter) and dry beach contour (defined 
here as NAVD88 +1 m) changes from October 2010 to April 2013 are illustrated in 
Figure 27.  Large variations of contour change are measured along the Long Key 
beach.  
5.2.1.1 Northern Section of Long Key 
The largest shoreline contour change was measured at beach profile LK3 with a 
100-meter landward movement.  The largest dry beach contour change was also 
measured at beach profile LK3 with an 85-meter landward retreat.  This matches well 
with the contour change observed in the previous four-year study (Roberts, 2012; 
Roberts and Wang, 2012); however this study only covers two and a half years after the 
nourishment of 2010. 
Much faster landward retreats of contours were measured shortly after the beach 
nourishment.  During the first six-month winter season after the nourishment the 
shoreline retreated landward up to 50 meters for profiles in the nourishment areas, with 
the exception of the profile closest to the jetty (LK1B) with a retreat of about 10 meters  
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Figure 27:  Shoreline and dry beach contour change for the period of October 2010 to April 2013. 
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(Figure 28).  This profile had a brief shoreline gain of almost two meters in the month 
directly following the nourishment, and then eroded back toward land in the following 
surveys. 
5.2.1.2 Central Section of Long Key 
The shoreline and dry-beach contours in the middle portion of Long Key are 
relatively stable with slight seaward movements measured at several profiles.  Slight 
landward retreats of shoreline and dry-beach contours were measured along the 
southern part of the central section of the barrier island.  This pattern is also similar to 
that measured by Roberts and Wang (2012).  For the profiles where the dry-beach 
contours retreated landward, it appears that the beach has not fully recovered after the 
erosion from Tropical Storm Debby in June 2012 (Figure 29).  On the profiles where the 
dry-beach contours retreated due to Debby the shoreline also retreated but has since 
recovered some from the erosion.  The dry beach contour is approximately 1 m above 
mean sea level and typically not active during calm weather. 
 
 
Figure 28:  Long Key survey line LK1B. 
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Figure 29:  Long Key survey line R161. 
 
5.2.1.3 Southern Section of Long Key 
The southern section of the barrier island experienced landward retreat of the 
dry-beach and shoreline contours.  The majority of the erosion at these profiles was 
caused by Tropical Storm Debby.  Tropical Storm Debby approached the study area 
with a persistent southerly forcing for over three days, resulting in beach erosion along 
the southern portion of the barrier island due to the elevated northward longshore 
sediment transport (Wang and Roberts, 2012).  Hurricane Isaac also caused a slight 
retreat of the dry-beach and shoreline contours on most of the profiles.  The shoreline 
and dry beach have not fully recovered from the erosion caused by the storms (Figure 
30). 
5.2.2 Profile-Volume Change 
Profile-volume changes were examined at several contour levels, including short-
term depth of closure, nearshore (-1 m NAVD88), shoreline (0 m NAVD88), and dry 
beach (+ 1 m NAVD88), from October 2010 to April 2013 (Figure 31).  Profile-volume 
changes were calculated for the areas above four contours.  The contours represented 
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changes across the entire profile, above the nearshore zone, above the shoreline, and 
above the dry beach respectively.  The contours used for the short-term depth of 
closure vary slightly among the profiles and are listed in Table 3.  Overall, the north 
section of the island experiences severe erosion, the center section of the island 
remained relatively stable with some accretion, and the south section of the island 
experienced slight erosion.   
5.2.2.1 Northern Section of Long Key 
The profiles on the northern end of the barrier island, Upham Beach, experienced 
profile-volume loss above all four contours.  The profile LK3 (Figure 23) has the largest 
observed volume loss of 330 m3/m, 240 m3/m, 140 m3/m, and 51 m3/m above the four 
contours.  Volume was lost persistently above all four contours from survey lines LK1B 
through LK4A, indicating that the erosion was caused by gradient of longshore sediment 
transport.  The heavily structured Blind Pass directly to the north of these survey lines is 
preventing sediment from naturally bypassing the inlet. 
 
 
Figure 30:  Long Key survey line R162. 
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Figure 31:  Short-term depth of closure, nearshore, shoreline, and dry beach volume change for the period of October 
2010 to April 2013. 
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5.2.2.2 Central Section of Long Key 
The center of the island generally had a slight accretion for all four contours.  The 
maximum accretion was measured at the survey profile R153 with 30 m3/m, 21 m3/m, 
15 m3/m, and 12 m3/m above the four contours.  The accretion of volume on the profiles 
in the center of the island is from the deposition of sand eroded from the beach to the 
north.  The beach volume above the dry beach contour was not significantly influenced 
by Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac, contrary to the way the contour locations 
were influenced.  This suggests that part of the dry beach gained elevation as the 
contour moved landward (Figure 30), so this way the volume of the dry beach was 
maintained.  The overall small change in volume above the depth of closure indicates a 
dominant cross-shore sediment transport. 
5.2.2.3 Southern Section of Long Key 
The southern portion of the island had modest erosion above all four contours.  
The maximum erosion was measured at the profile R164 with 49 m3/m, 30 m3/m, 14 
m3/m, and 4 m3/m above all four contours.  A large portion of the profile-volume loss 
occurred during the passage of Tropical Storm Debby where all four contours 
experienced volume loss (Figure 32).  There is some additional volume loss measured 
above some contours after the pass of Hurricane Isaac.  The beach volumes contained 
above the dry-beach and shoreline contours were negatively influenced by Tropical 
Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac similar to the way the contour location was negatively 
influenced.  This indicates that the dry beach did not gain elevation, like on the case 
along the central portion of Long Key.  The sand was eroded away by gradient in 
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longshore sediment transport.  The volume lost from the storms has not been fully 
recovered by April 2013. 
 
 
Figure 32:  Long Key survey line R164. 
 
5.3 Principal Component Analysis 
Principal component analyses were conducted to test the ability of this commonly 
used statistical method to distinguish trends of beach changes and to identify its 
potential to reveal new trends.  Principal component analysis was conducted on two 
time-series beach profiles along Long Key, as well as synthesized beach profiles with 
idealized trends of change.  Two types of beach profiles from along Long Key were 
chosen:  1) an unbarred profile with morphology changes induced by a dominant 
longshore-transport gradient and 2) a barred profile with morphology changes induced 
by dominantly cross-shore transport gradient with some contributions from longshore-
transport gradient.  Numerical experiments using synthesized beach profiles with a 
known trend of change were conducted to confirm the PCA results from the actual 
profiles, and also to test if similar PCA results can be produced by different scenarios.   
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Table 4 summarizes the eigenvalues and percent variance accounted for by 
each of the eigenvalues.  Detailed discussions of the results summarized in Table 4 are 
presented in the following section.  Any eigenvalue that represents less than one 
percent of the total variance is considered insignificant and therefore is not included in 
the graphs in the following section.  All the top graphs in the following section plot the 
magnitude of the significant eigenvectors.  The magnitude of the eigenvectors is plotted 
for the convenience to identify which peaks are approaching the standard deviation. 
5.3.1 PCA Results for Long Key Profiles 
Two typical Long Key profiles were examined using principal component 
analysis.  One profile, LK3A, is from the northern portion of the island in an erosional 
hotspot without a nearshore sand bar.  The other profile, R157, is located approximately 
in the middle of the island with a nearshore sand bar. 
5.3.1.1 LK3A:  Unbarred Beach Profile 
The survey line LK3A (Figure 12) is located in the northern portion of the barrier 
island in an erosional hotspot.  This survey line is in the middle of the beach 
nourishment project.  As discussed earlier, this area of Long Key is dominated by a 
persistent longshore sediment transport gradient. 
The temporal profile changes of LK3A (Figure 33) can be described almost 
entirely by eigenvector one (EV1), eigenvector two (EV2), and eigenvector three (EV3).  
EV1 accounts for 91.2% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 67 (Table 4).  The 
eigenvalue is related to the magnitude of the change.  EV2 accounts for 4.81% of the 
total variance with an eigenvalue of 3.5.  EV3 accounts for 1.97% of the total variance  
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Table 4:  The eigenvalues and total variance explained for all cases (actual and 
idealized).  Component 1 is equivalent to eigenvector 1 (EV1), component 2 is 
equivalent to eigenvector 2 (EV2), and so on.  The cross-shore or longshore transport 
column indicates if the profile changes are dominated by cross-shore or longshore 
sediment transport gradients. 
  
Total Variance Explained
Case
 Cross-shore 
or Longshore 
Transport Component Eigenvalue
% of 
Variance
Cumulative 
% Variance
1 67.277 91.2 91.2
2 3.5486 4.81 96.0
3 1.45353 1.97 98.0
4 0.58289 0.79 98.8
5 0.29261 0.397 99.2
1 2.6733 50.5 50.5
2 1.0272 19.4 70.0
3 0.57247 10.8 80.8
4 0.35276 6.67 87.4
5 0.21355 4.04 91.5
6 0.16130 3.05 94.5
7 0.13401 2.53 97.1
1 8.2065 98.9 98.9
2 0.067571 0.81 99.7
3 0.015694 0.189 99.9
4 0.0054779 0.0660 99.9
5 0.0026509 0.0319 100.0
1 166.55 96.8 96.8
2 4.5717 2.66 99.5
3 0.50903 0.296 99.8
4 0.24196 0.141 99.9
5 0.071139 0.0414 100.0
1 36.286 89.8 89.8
2 3.3008 8.17 97.9
3 0.60152 1.49 99.4
4 0.13368 0.331 99.8
5 0.044621 0.110 99.9
1 10.503 95.6 95.6
2 0.38763 3.53 99.1
3 0.056198 0.512 99.6
4 0.019088 0.174 99.8
5 0.0080086 0.0729 99.9
1 25.897 64.6 64.6
2 8.3493 20.8 85.5
3 2.8211 7.04 92.5
4 2.0115 5.02 97.5
5 0.72945 1.82 99.3
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with an eigenvalue of 1.5.  Together EV1, EV2, and EV3 account for 98.0% of the total 
variance.  The first five eigenvectors account for 99.2% of the total variance.   
There is one main peak and one secondary peak in the cross-shore distribution 
of EV1.  Here the shape of the eigenvectors are described from left to right (landward to 
seaward).  The first peak is minor in comparison with the second much higher and 
broader peak.  The largest peak is observed where the greatest change, in this case 
erosion, of the profile occurred in the nearshore zone.  EV2 has two broad peaks.  EV2 
describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1.  EV3 describes the variance 
that is not accounted for in EV1 and EV2.  It is difficult to correlate EV2 and EV3 with 
exact changes in the profiles.  Since EV1 and EV2 together account for almost 95% of 
the total variance, EV3 is not significant. 
The above cross-shore distribution patterns of the eigenvectors and overall 
eigenvalues obtained at LK3A represents a case of morphology change caused by 
gradient of longshore sediment transport.  It is valuable to examine whether the cross-
shore distribution pattern of the eigenvectors can be generalized as representing beach 
changes induced by longshore transport gradient.  In the following, a series of numerical 
experiments are conducted to examine the hypothesis. 
5.3.1.2 R157:  Barred Beach Profile 
The survey line R157 (Figure 13) is located approximately in the middle of Long 
Key, downdrift from the Upham Beach nourishment.  This survey line is located along a 
natural, un-nourished section of the beach.  The profile evolution along this section of 
Long Key is dominated by cross-shore sediment transport gradients, with a small 
contribution of longshore transport gradient. 
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Figure 33:  The top graph is the Long Key beach profiles for LK3A.  The magnitude of 
the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom graph compares 
standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the eigenvectors are plotted in 
the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are presented in Table 4.  
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The variance of profile R157 (Figure 34) can be described by a combination of 
eigenvector one (EV1), eigenvector two (EV2), eigenvector three (EV3), eigenvector 
four (EV4), eigenvector five (EV5), eigenvector six (EV6), and eigenvector seven (EV7).  
This is in contrast to the previous example of LK3A, in which most of the variance can 
be accounted for by the first three eigenvectors.  For R157, a large number of 
eigenvalues is needed to account for the time-series of profile changes (Table 4).  EV1 
accounts for 50.5% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 2.7.  The eigenvalue is 
related to the magnitude of the change.  EV2 accounts for 19.4% of the total variance 
with an eigenvalue of 1.0.  EV3 accounts for 10.8% of the total variance with an 
eigenvalue of 0.57.  EV4 accounts for 6.67% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 
0.35.  EV5 accounts for 4.04% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 0.21.  EV6 
accounts for 3.05% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 0.16.  EV7 accounts for 
2.53% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 0.13.  The first seven eigenvectors 
account for 97.1% of the total variance.   
Relating the cross-shore distribution of eigenvectors to measured morphology 
changes for the case of survey line R157 is not as straightforward as the simpler case 
of LK3A due to the large number of significant eigenvectors.  EV1 has one main peak 
and two secondary peaks.  The primary peak is sharp and narrow, has the greatest 
magnitude, and corresponds to the largest morphology variation over the bar.  The first 
secondary peak is narrow with steep slopes and corresponds to the profile changes at 
the berm.  The second secondary peak has a steep slope on the landward side and a 
flat top extending to the limits of the graph and corresponds to the movement of the 
offshore bar.  EV2 has two main peaks, both have sharp peaks and one is higher than  
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Figure 34:  The top graph is the Long Key beach profiles for R157.  The magnitude of 
the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom graph compares 
standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the eigenvectors are plotted in 
the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are presented in Table 4.  
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the other.  The two peaks correspond to some of the change in the offshore bar.  EV2 
describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1.  EV1 and EV2 together account 
for 70.0% of the total variance.  EV3, EV4, EV5, EV6, and EV7 are needed to account 
for the rest of the variance.  EV3 has two main peaks with one peak being slightly larger 
than the other.  EV3 describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1 and EV2.  
EV4 has three main peaks.  The largest of the peaks is in the vicinity of trough of the 
offshore bar.  The first peak is slightly smaller than the largest peak and is the narrowest 
peak with the steepest edges.  The third peak is the broadest and the shortest of the 
three peaks.  Correlation of the cross-shore distribution of EV3 through EV7 to profile 
change is not apparent. 
Overall, the cross-shore distributions of eigenvectors for profile R157, which is 
dominated by cross-shore transport gradient with some longshore transport gradient 
contributions, are significantly different from those of LK3A, which is controlled 
dominantly by longshore transport gradient.  It is valuable to verify if the eigenvector 
distribution patterns illustrated in Figure 34 can be generalized as representing profile 
evolution dominated by gradients from both cross-shore and longshore transport.  In the 
following, various numerical experiments are conducted to examine the hypothesis. 
5.3.2 Idealized Profile Evolution and Associated Distribution of Eigenvectors 
A series of numerical experiments were conducted in order to verify whether the 
distinct distribution patterns of eigenvectors, as identified above, can be applied more 
generally to represent profile changes associated with longshore and cross-shore 
transport gradients.  A total of 25 numerical experiments were conducted.  In the 
following, five cases are discussed in detail, including: 
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Experiment 1:  landward (or seaward) movement of a monotonic equilibrium 
profile at a constant rate, simulating beach erosion (or accretion) induced 
by a constant sediment transport gradient in the longshore direction.  
Experiment 2:  landward (or seaward) movement of a monotonic equilibrium 
profile at various rates, simulating beach erosion (or accretion) induced by 
variable longshore sediment transport gradients, similar to the case of 
LK3A. 
Experiment 3:  offshore (or onshore) bar migration with the overall profile-volume 
conserved, simulating beach changes related to transport gradients in the 
cross-shore direction.  
Experiment 4:  barred-profile changes without the overall profile-volume 
conserved, simulating complicated beach changes related to transport 
gradients in both longshore and cross-shore directions. 
Experiment 5:  complex profile variations including both monotonic equilibrium 
profiles and barred profiles, simulating complicated beach changes related 
to large transport gradients in both longshore and cross-shore directions. 
5.3.2.1 Numerical Experiments 1 and 2:  Landward (or Seaward) Movement of 
Monotonic Equilibrium Profile 
The monotonic equilibrium beach profile is modeled from Dean’s (1977) 
equilibrium beach profile equation (Equation 4).  Ten time intervals were simulated.  
Experiment 1 involves shifting the profile seaward or landward at a uniform rate of 1.5 
meters for each time interval, representing an idealized case of beach changes caused 
by a constant longshore transport gradient.  Experiment 2 involved an accelerated rate 
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of profile shifting, with the initial shift between time one and two being one meter.  For 
the subsequent time steps, an additional meter was added to each shift.  This 
experiment simulates accelerated erosion due to an increasing longshore sediment 
transport gradient. 
The monotonic equilibrium profile with uniform movement (Figure 35) can be 
described almost entirely by eigenvector one (EV1).  EV1 accounts for 98.9% of the 
total variance with an eigenvalue of 8.2 (Table 4).  The eigenvalue is related to the 
magnitude of the change.  Eigenvector two (EV2) accounts for 0.81% of the total 
variance with an eigenvalue of 0.068.  EV2 is considered an insignificant eigenvector 
because it accounts for less than one percent of total variance.  Together EV1 and EV2 
account for 99.7% of the total variance.  The first five eigenvectors account for 100% of 
the total variance.  EV1 has one sharp, narrow main peak.  The peak in EV1 is 
observed where the greatest change (erosion or accretion) of the profile is occurring.  
Since EV1 accounts for almost 99% of the total variance it is not necessary to explain 
any other eigenvectors. 
The monotonic equilibrium profile with accelerated movement (Figure 36), 
Experiment 2, can be described almost entirely by eigenvector one (EV1) and 
eigenvector two (EV2).  EV1 accounts for 96.8% of the total variance with an eigenvalue 
of 167 (Table 4).  EV2 accounts for 2.7% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 4.6.  
Together EV1 and EV2 account for 99.5% of the total variance.  The first five 
eigenvectors account for 100% of the total variance. EV1 has one peak that spans the 
entire cross-shore area.  The peak in EV1 is observed where the greatest change  
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Figure 35:  The top graph is the beach profiles created for Experiment 1.  The 
magnitude of the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom 
graph compares standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the 
eigenvectors are plotted in the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are 
presented in Table 4.  
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Figure 36:  The top graph is the beach profiles created for Experiment 2.  The 
magnitude of the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom 
graph compares standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the 
eigenvectors are plotted in the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are 
presented in Table 4.  
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(erosion or accretion) of the profile is occurring.  EV2 has three broad peaks.  EV2 
describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1. 
The monotonic equilibrium profile with accelerated rate most closely matches 
with Long Key beach profile LK3A.  Both monotonic equilibrium beach profile cases 
(Experiments 1 and 2) represent profile changes caused by longshore sediment 
transport gradient.  However the monotonic equilibrium beach profile with accelerated 
movement more closely models a beach experiencing rapid erosion like what is 
observed at Upham Beach.  The PCA results were reproduced by Experiment 2, as 
expected. 
5.3.2.2 Experiment 3: Offshore/Onshore Migration of a Bar 
The barred beach profile is based on Wang and Davis’s (1998) three-section 
barred-beach-profile model (Equations 5, 6, and 7). The profile shoreline was shifted 1.5 
meters each time interval, while the bar trough and top were shifted five meters each 
time interval in opposite directions.  The beach profiles were changed such that overall 
profile volume is conserved (Figure 37).  The eigenvalues and percent variance 
accounted for in each of the eigenvalues are presented in Table 4.   
The offshore/onshore bar migration case can be described almost entirely by 
eigenvector one (EV1), eigenvector two (EV2), and eigenvector three (EV3).  EV1 
accounts for 89.8% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 36 (Table 4).    EV2 
accounts for 8.2% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 3.3.  EV3 accounts for 
1.5% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 0.60.  Together EV1, EV2, and EV3 
account for 99.4% of the total variance.  The first five eigenvectors account for 99.9% of 
the total variance. 
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Figure 37:  The top graph is the beach profiles created for Experiment 3.  The 
magnitude of the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom 
graph compares standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the 
eigenvectors are plotted in the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are 
presented in Table 4.  
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EV1 has one primary peak and two secondary peaks (Figure 37).  The peaks in 
EV1 are observed where the greatest change of the profile is occurring at the foreshore 
and the bar.  The narrow primary peak in EV1 corresponds to the changes in the 
landward sections of the bar.  The greatest secondary peak has steep sides and a 
broad top.  The smaller of the secondary peaks for EV1 is narrow and sharp and 
corresponds to nearshore change, i.e., the shoreline change.  EV2 has one primary 
peak and two secondary peaks.  Just seaward of the primary peak of EV1, EV1 drops to 
zero where EV2 has a main peak that approaches the standard deviation.  The larger of 
the secondary peaks for EV2 is narrow.  The smaller peak of the secondary peaks for 
EV2 is low and broad, and is located at the seaward extent of the profiles where the 
profiles converge.  EV2 describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1.  It is 
difficult to correlate EV3 to changes in the profiles.  Since EV1 and EV2 together almost 
account for 98% of the total variance EV3 is not very significant. 
The actual barred beach profile, R157, is more complicated than the idealized 
offshore/onshore bar migration case.  For R157 there are variations on the dry-beach 
sections of the profiles, and there is also changes that induced by longshore sediment 
transport gradient.  
5.3.2.3 Experiment 4:  Barred Profile Changes Induced by Longshore Sediment 
Transport Gradient 
This experiment is conducted by shifting the profile and bar location seaward or 
landward at a uniform rate of 1.5 m for each time interval (Figure 38).  This case 
represents a morphology change caused by longshore transport gradient for a barred 
profile. 
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Figure 38:  The top graph is the beach profiles created for Experiment 4.  The 
magnitude of the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom 
graph compares standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the 
eigenvectors are plotted in the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are 
presented in Table 4.  
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The bar migration profiles can be described almost entirely by eigenvector one 
(EV1) and eigenvector two (EV2) (Figure 38).  EV1 accounts for 95.6% of the total 
variance with an eigenvalue of 11 (Table 4).    EV2 accounts for 3.53% of the total 
variance with an eigenvalue of 0.39.  The total variance described by EV2 in this 
experiment is slightly higher, but still comparable to the total variance described by EV2 
in Experiments 1 and 2 which is less than 3%.  Together EV1 and EV2 account for 
99.1% of the total variance.  The first five eigenvectors account for 99.9% of the total 
variance in Experiment 4.  
There are three main peaks in EV1.   The peaks in EV1 are observed where the 
greatest change of the profile is occurring at the foreshore and the bar.  The most 
landward peak for EV1 is narrow, has steep slopes, and corresponds to profile change 
in the nearshore.  The middle peak in EV1 corresponds to the landward movement of 
the bar.  The most seaward peak has steep sides and a broad top.  EV2 has three 
primary peaks and three secondary peaks.  The three primary peaks are narrow and 
sharp.  EV2 describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1.  EV1 and EV2 
together account for slightly more than 99% of the total variance.  
The shape of EV1 and EV2 in Experiment 4 are similar to those in Experiment 3.  
The difference between the EV1 and EV2 for Experiment 3 and 4 are the magnitude of 
the peaks.  In Experiment 4 there are three main peaks and in Experiment 3 there is 
one main peak and two secondary peaks for EV1.  The primary and two secondary 
peaks in Experiment 3 correspond to the three primary peaks in Experiment 4.  In 
Experiment 4 EV1 dips to zero in both positions, relative to the nearshore and bar 
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movement, between the three peaks. In Experiment 3 EV1 dips to zero between the two 
larger seaward peaks.   
One of the main differences between Experiment 4 and Experiment 3 is that the 
eigenvalue one accounted for very different percentage of total variance, 95.6% versus 
89.8% respectively.  The main difference between Experiment 4 and Experiments 1 and 
2 is that the cross-shore distribution of EV1 has three peaks instead of one broad peak. 
5.3.2.4 Experiment 5:  Profile Changes Induced by Combined Cross-shore and 
Longshore Transport Gradients 
Five profiles from monotonic equilibrium profile case with uniform shift and five 
barred profiles from an offshore/onshore bar migration case were combined to create a 
data set representing profile changes induced by longshore and cross-shore sediment 
transport gradients.   
The profile changes (Figure 39) can be described mostly by eigenvector one 
(EV1), eigenvector two (EV2), eigenvector three (EV3), eigenvector four (EV4), and 
eigenvector five (EV5).  Experiment 5 results are difficult to describe and link to the 
morphology change due to the large number of significant eigenvalues.  EV1 accounts 
for 64.6% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 26 (Table 4).  The total variance 
accounted for by EV1 in this experiment is significantly lower than the total variance 
accounted for by EV1 for all other experiments.  EV2 accounts for 20.8% of the total 
variance with an eigenvalue of 8.3.  EV3 accounts for 7.04% of the total variance with 
an eigenvalue of 2.8.  EV4 accounts for 5.02% of the total variance with an eigenvalue 
of 2.0.  EV5 accounts for 1.82% of the total variance with an eigenvalue of 0.73.  EV4 
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and EV5 are insignificant in all other experiments from this study.  The first five 
eigenvectors account for 99.3% of the total variance.   
EV1 has one sharp primary peak corresponding to the location where the 
greatest change in the profiles occurred.  EV2 has two primary peaks.  The primary 
peak for EV2 that is most landward is narrow, sharp, smaller, and corresponds to 
nearshore change.  The larger primary peak for EV2 is sharp and peaks where EV1 
goes to zero.  EV2 describes the variance that is not accounted for in EV1.  EV1 and 
EV2 together only account for 85.5% of the total variance.  EV3, EV4 and EV5 are 
needed to account for the majority of the variance with a total variance of 97.5% 
together.  It is difficult to correlate EV3 and EV4 to changes in the profiles.   
Experiment 5 with profile changes induced by both longshore and cross-shore sediment 
transport gradients most closely matches with Long Key beach profile R157.  
Experiment 5 also has significant change in profile shape, from barred to non-barred 
profiles.  For R157, although the bar existed in all the surveys, its shape changed 
considerable.  Both cases represent profiles that exhibit dominantly cross-shore 
sediment transport with a component of longshore sediment transport.  Both cases 
require at least five eigenvectors to describe the majority of the total variance.  
In summary, the results of the principal component analysis conducted on the 
time-series data of the unbarred beach profile from Long Key, LK3A, was closely 
replicated by Experiment 2.  In both cases there was one large primary peak over the 
cross-shore distribution where the greatest amount of erosion is occurring.  In both 
cases EV1 accounted for greater than 90% of the total variance.  In the case of LK3A 
the first three eigenvectors are significant and in the case of Experiment 2 the first two  
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Figure 39:  The top graph is the beach profiles created for Experiment 5.  The 
magnitude of the significant eigenvectors is illustrated in the top graph.  The bottom 
graph compares standard deviation and the eigenvectors.  The values for the 
eigenvectors are plotted in the bottom graph.  The corresponding eigenvalues are 
presented in Table 4.  
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eigenvectors are significant.  It is worth noting that actual beach profile evolution cannot 
be completely simulated by the sole changes induced by longshore transport gradient, 
as in the case of Experiment 2, however, the similarity is clearly illustrated. 
For the case of the time-series data of the barred beach profile from Long Key, 
R157, the results of the principal component analysis were most closely replicated by 
Experiment 5, although the bar shape change in the measured profiles was 
exaggerated by the complete removal of the bar in the numerical experiment.  In both 
cases a large number of eigenvectors, at least the first five eigenvectors, are needed to 
describe the total variance.  In both cases EV1 accounted for a much lower percent of 
the total variance when compared with the other cases.   
Another main goal of the numerical experiments is to test if a similar PCA result 
in terms of eigenvalue and cross-shore distribution of eigenvector can be produced by 
very different profile change patterns.  In other words, it is important to know if the PCA 
results for LK3A are unique.  Although only five cases are presented here, a total of 25 
numerical experiments were conducted.  The PCA results that carry a similar pattern as 
that of LK3A are all linked to a non-barred profile with a change pattern induced by 
longshore sediment transport gradient.  For a complicated case like R157 and 
Experiment 5, complicated PCA results were obtained.  In other words, the complicated 
PCA results were not found to link to profile changes driven by a simple longshore or 
cross-shore transport gradient.  
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS 
The performance of the most recent beach nourishment at Upham Beach on 
Long Key in 2010 was quantified.  In addition, a series of principal component analyses 
was conducted on surveyed beach profiles and synthesized profiles.  The major findings 
of this study are as follows: 
 Over the 34-month period, the nourished northern portion of the island, Upham 
Beach, lost up to 330 m3/m sand, with a landward shoreline retreat of up to 100 
m, at profile LK3.   
 The middle portion of the island gained up to 25 m3/m of sand, benefiting from 
the sand supply from Upham Beach.   
 The southern portion of Long Key lost a modest amount of sediment, largely due 
to one event, i.e., the southerly approaching Tropical Storm Debby in June 2012. 
 For the longshore-transport-gradient driven changes at the non-barred LK3A, the 
eigenvalue one accounted for over 91% of the total variance, with a dominant 
peak in the cross-shore distribution of eigenvector one.   
 At the barred R157, the profile changes were caused by a combination of  cross-
shore and longshore transport gradients, the eigenvalue one only accounted for 
less than 51% of the total variance, with eigenvalues two and three contributing 
considerably to the overall variance. 
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 The principal component analysis results of LK3A most closely match the 
numerical experiment simulating beach erosion (or accretion) due to variable 
longshore sediment transport gradients (Experiment 2). 
 The principal component analysis results of R157 most closely match the 
numerical experiment simulating profile changes induced by combined cross-
shore and longshore transport gradients, with substantial change of beach profile 
shape (Experiment 5).  For Experiment 5, the eigenvalue one accounted for less 
than 65% of the total variance, with eigenvalues two and three contributing 
considerably to the overall variance. 
 Based on the numerical experiment conducted in this study, the principal 
component analysis results are unique to a certain trend of beach-profile 
changes, associated with gradients in longshore or cross-shore sediment 
transport. 
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Appendix 1 Beach Profiles 
The top graph includes summer and winter profiles from October 2010 to April 
2013 for the survey line identified in the graph title.  Survey lines within the nourishment 
are (LK1B to LK7) also include pre-nourishment and post-nourishment surveys.  The 
bottom graph includes pre-storm and post-storm surveys for Tropical Storm Debby and 
Hurricane Isaac.  For survey line locations reference Figures 12, 13, and 14. 
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Figure 40:  Beach profile at LK1B.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 41:  Beach profile at LK2.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 nourishment 
on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph includes 
beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 42:  Beach profile at LK2A.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 43:  Beach profile at LK3.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 nourishment 
on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph includes 
beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 44:  Beach profile at LK3A.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 45:  Beach profile at LK4.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 nourishment 
on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph includes 
beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 46:  Beach profile at LK4A.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 47:  Beach profile at LK5.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 nourishment 
on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph includes 
beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 48:  Beach profile at LK5A.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 49:  Beach profile at LK6.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 nourishment 
on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph includes 
beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 50:  Beach profile at LK7.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 nourishment 
on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph includes 
beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 51:  Beach profile at R148.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 52:  Beach profile at R149.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 53:  Beach profile at R150.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 54:  Beach profile at R151.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 55:  Beach profile at R152.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 56:  Beach profile at R153.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 57:  Beach profile at R154.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 58:  Beach profile at R155.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 59:  Beach profile at R156.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 60:  Beach profile at R157.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 61:  Beach profile at R158.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 62:  Beach profile at R159.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 63:  Beach profile at R160.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 64:  Beach profile at R161.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 65:  Beach profile at R162.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 66:  Beach profile at R163.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 67:  Beach profile at R164.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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Figure 68:  Beach profile at R165.  The top graph includes beach profiles for pre- and post-nourishment (2010 
nourishment on Upham Beach), summer, and winter profiles surveys from October 2010 to April 2013.  The bottom graph 
includes beach profiles for pre- and post-storm surveys from Tropical Storm Debby and Hurricane Isaac. 
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